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Motivation

In past, Fed typically dropped interest rates by 5% in a recession.

Many expect:

I The real rate will be low from now on.

I The US and other countries will stick to ' 2% inflation target.

I With low average nominal rate, zero lower bound will bind frequently.
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Loan Market

Market for loans:

Loanable funds

R − #$

Demand

Supply
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Loan Market

Market for loans:

Loanable funds

R − #$

Demand

Supply

Negative shock to desired saving (β drops)

I Consumption increases, interest rate rises and investment falls.

I No first-order impact on resource allocation.
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Loan Market

Market for loans:

Loanable funds

R − #$

Demand

Supply

Positive shock to desired saving (β drops)

I Consumption drops, interest rate falls to stimulate investment.

I No first-order impact on resource allocation.
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Zero Lower Bound In (Past?) Normal Times

Market for loans:

Loanable funds

R − #$

Demand

Supply

0 − #$
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ZLB Problem

Market for loans:

Loanable funds

R − #$

Demand

Supply

0 − #$

Huge increase in saving

Problem: with big enough increase in saving and inflation expectations

anchored, R can’t fall enough to clear loan market.

But, loan market must, as a matter of logic, clear.
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ZLB Problem

Market for loans:

Loanable funds

R − #$

Demand

Supply

0 − #$

Huge increase in saving

Loan market clearing brought
about by recession which 
makes people save less.
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ZLB Problem

Market for loans:

Loanable funds

R − #$

Demand

Supply

0 − #$

Huge increase in saving

Things could get a lot 
worse if recession 
reduces 
demand for funds
(balance sheet effects)
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ZLB Problem: Solutions

Allow negative interest rates by abolishing cash.

I To me, obvious solution (would solve several other problems).

Let the government increase spending (later).

Proposal considered here: negative interest rates on bank reserves.
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Negative Interest Rates on Bank Reserves

In effect, this is a tax on banking.

I As any tax, it’s effect is determined by its incidence (Waller 2016).

Incidence on households zero because deposit rates are zero in zlb due to

existence of cash.

Incidence could be on bank profits, but this is likely to be contractionary

I hurts bank net worth directly, thus inhibiting them from issuing loans.

I hurts bank net worth indirectly when reduced loans lead to a slow down in the

economy and in asset values.

Incidence on lending:

I Could reduce loan volume to avoid squeezing profit margins and bank net

worth.

I Could reduce loan rates and lend more, but at increased risk of due to lower

profit margins.

Does not look very effective, consistent with empirical evidence compiled by

authors for Swedish data.
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Negative Interest Rates With Huge Excess Bank Reserves

Would discourage banks from holding excess reserves (could keep back extra

reserves to compensate for squeezed profit margin.

Could be a powerful weapon in the US, since banks are sitting on $1.5 trillion

in excess reserves.

If Fed applied negative interest on reserves, that money could expand loans

by a large (potentially staggering) amount.

I Official reserve requirement 10 percent, so loans could increase loans by $15

trillion, 50% more than total non-financial firm debt.

I Taking into account sweep accounts, effective reserve requirement much lower,

around 1/65, in which case of a $1.5t increase in reserves supports

astronomical 65 × 1.5=$97.5 trillion increase in reserves.
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Conclusion

Negative interest on reserves didn’t seem very effective in the countries

studied by the authors.

Maybe it would be much more effective in a country like the US, where

balance sheets are huge.

What about fiscal policy?

I We have reason to think this works well when interest rates are stuck at zero.

I Need spending to be automatic, so that it can react quickly (need plenty of

‘shovel ready’ projects).

I Perhaps infrastructure investment: countercyclical spending may be optimal,

even independent of ZLB

F costs are lower in recessions.
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